
Web Development Group 10/11/05 
 
Present:  Boyd, Candido, Cantrell, Dixon, Dye, Juhl, Miller, Morgan, Nutt, Pearce, Kulczak (for Walker) 
Guest: Tom Dillard 
 
1. Minutes from the 9/27 meeting –approved 
 
2. Parler Conference and Michael Seadle 
 

Tom Dillard joined the group to discuss the opportunity to invite Dr. Michael Seadle to present a 
session to library staff on digitization projects.  Dr. Seadle (Michigan State University) will be a 
speaker at the Parler conference on November 11-12.  The group agreed that it would be 
excellent to have Dr. Seadle come a day early to address library staff on set topics relating to 
digitization.  Beth and Debra will work with the Dean's office on details.   
 

3. Give to the Libraries Page 
 http://libinfo.uark.edu/development/giving.asp
 

Molly and Anne Marie presented their first draft of a "giving" page.  Anne Marie observed that she 
liked the University of Florida Libraries' pages on gifts (http://www.uflib.ufl.edu/admin/giving/), 
especially the menu navigation and the information on endowments.  Suggestions from the group 
for this draft page were to break the info up into smaller sections and to include more explicit 
labels for kinds of gifts.  Molly and Anne Marie will work with Arthur on a revision for next time.  
 

4. EAD and XSLT 
 

Arthur reported on the Amigos online workshop he attended for designing stylesheets for EAD 
finding aids.  He demonstrated the structure of an EAD (encoded archival description) document 
and how an XSL (extensible stylesheet language) document can shape ("transform") that 
information like a data query that outputs to html.   
 
Tim wins the prize: In answer to a question posed at the meeting, " Development of the EAD 
DTD began with a project initiated by the University of California, Berkeley, Library in 1993. The 
goal of the Berkeley project was to investigate the desirability and feasibility of developing a 
nonproprietary encoding standard for machine-readable finding aids such as inventories, 
registers, indexes, and other documents created by archives, libraries, museums, and manuscript 
repositories to support the use of their holdings." (Library of Congress Official EAD Version 2002 
Web Site; http://www.loc.gov/ead/eaddev.html. )  XSL and XSLT began as an inter-agency and 
inter-corporation standards group, with the first proposal to W3C in 1997 
(http://www.w3.org/Style/XSL/).   
 

5. Web Site Redesign  
 
 a. Red/ Black site 
  Beth showed beginning work on an internal black and red page: 

http://libinfo.uark.edu/webdev/bjnewwebsite/internal.asp
There are many issues that still need to be addressed in this draft.  Suggestions from the 
group included: reordering and centering top red menu; changing link color (?) and  
improving list formatting.   
 

b. Arthur showed the blue / green version at: 
http://libinfo.uark.edu/webdev/3colhomepage.asp
Suggestions from the group were: try dark blue with light text for the news region; try 
cream background for the center text region; experiment with size of "University 
Libraries" text.   

 
The group also suggested that Beth and Arthur reconcile their two versions in terms of the text 
and placement of content.  They will do this for the next meeting.  
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6. Other project reports 
 
 a. Arkansas Historical Quarterly Cumulative Index 
 

There is a new version of this tool in Word format.  Beth described a project to post this 
on the library site, linked from the Arkansas Publications Index main page 
(http://arkindex.uark.edu) 
 
This will be posted in PDF format with an explanation that it is not yet in the API 
database.   
 

b. Personal Web Pages and Engineering Page 
 

Beth reported on a discussion with Patricia Kirkwood regarding her needs to advertise 
programs and services to engineering and how the library site could do that better.   
 
She demoed a draft page arising from that conversation: 
http://libinfo.uark.edu/engineering/default.asp?listing=Engineering
 
This draft incorporates data that could be pulled from the news, personnel, handouts, 
and eresources databases.  This data could then be updated on the fly by Patricia as 
needed.   
 
The group liked this approach and discussed how it might accommodate the needs of 
other subject specialists.  For example, it would often be useful to view a librarian's 
regular desk schedule.  However, some expressed fears about librarians not updating 
their info regularly or at all.   
 
Beth will continue to work with Patricia on this prototype.  The news and hours portions 
will be relatively straightforward to program but the electronic resources modifications 
will take some thinking.   
 
Anne Marie reported that in her further conversations with Dean Allen it was evident that 
the Dean would prefer only professional, library-related information be linked from our 
site.  So this kind of compromise would probably work best from the Dean's point of 
view, also.   
 
Judy and Molly suggested that some photos would liven this up and that we should add a 
headshot of the librarians to the personnel database.   
 

c.  Databases by Title Page 
 
 Beth reported that the feedback from librarians on this new title page has been positive: 
 
 http://libinfo.uark.edu/eresources/titles.asp
 
 She will work on switching this over in the next week.   
 
d. AgNIC Project  
 

Debra and Beth reported on the Library's participation as an AgNIC (Agriculture Network 
Information Center) partner site specializing in rice research.  AgNIC 
(http://www.agnic.org/) is a portal program from the National Agriculture Library that 
draws together specialized ag information from dozens of partner libraries.   
 
An example of a really beautiful partner site is the National Ag Law Canter from our Law 
School: http://www.nationalaglawcenter.org/.   
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Luti Salisbury will be primary investigator on this grant project; she will be hiring a 
student to assist in collecting the rice resources.   
 
AgNIC plans to develop site templates and a shared database of resources but these 
tools are not yet available.  Debra and Arthur will work with Luti to develop a local site 
that can be modified later for the national guidelines.   
 

e. Parler Conference Banner 
 
 Beth displayed a banner for the main web page advertising the Parler conference: 
 
 http://libinfo.uark.edu/libimages/parlerbanner.gif
 

This will posted on the main page as soon as we get Phil to agree to let us take down the 
chat banner.   
 
Molly developed a quite elegant screensaver featuring the conference; Trent has installed 
this on all the public computers on level 2.   

 
f.  New StaffWeb buttons 
 

Arthur redesigned these red buttons to be css; rather than images.  He will add the 
phone list by dept back in (done).   

 
Next meeting: Tuesday October 25 at 10am (tentative – there is also a Program Steering meeting 
at this time).   
 
 Action / agenda items: 

• Arthur and Beth to continue to rework web page designs 
• Beth to continue to develop engineering portal with Patricia Kirkwood 
• Molly and Anne Marie will continue to work on "Give to the Llibraries" page 
• AgNIC project – Luti may join us 

 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
 
Beth Juhl  
 
10 oz.  
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